This paper is about the asymDtotic distribution of linear combinations of stratum means in stratified sampling, with and without replacement. Both the number of strata and their size is arbitrary.
TT be the customary unbiased a b variance estimates. Inference about y can be based either on the normal approximation to the distribution of (y-Y)/T or on bootstrap approximations. This paper will discuss the validity of these approximations when the total sample size tends to o in any way whatsoever, e.g., many small samples or a few large samples or some combination thereof. More precisely: suppose p, the c;, the populations, the N, and ni all depend on an index v such that n(v) = n1 (,v 
Suppose that for all C > 0,
Ta2 n-l n 2.E{i2 1(Xij-,ini lcjl} 1 0 This may be compared with condition (4).
If sup EIYjI3 is uniformly bounded independent of the hidden l=i p index v, the Lindeberg conditions (4) and (6) The proof is deferred.
Finally, we consider the bootstrap in case (b) . If N.m. = k;
an integer for each i, the natural bootstrap procedure was suggested by of kj copies of each X j for j=1,...,n; then Xij for j=l,...,n. are generated as a sample without replacement from Xi; the samples being independent for different i =l,...,p. In general, if Ni = k n. +r with 0 < r. < n., form populations X io and X .i, where X.o consists of k. copies of each X', for j = 1,...,n.; while X il consists of ki+l copies. Let (1 nj)(l r.N With probability ai, let (X *,...,X . ) be a sample without replacement il in.
of size n. from Rio; with probability 1-cti, let (Xj* ,00
) be 1 i in. a sample without replacement of size n. from X The virtue of this scheme is that both X.io and X.il have the same distribution F and ni-1l N.-n.
Var(X*.I{X.}) = n 2 2 1.)
The proof of the following theorem is similar to that of Theorem 2 and is omitted. Define y* as before, and T*2 by substituting X'. for X jjin A2
THEOREM 4. Let T b be the vaiWance. OS y* gkven the data. Then, 46
(5) and (6) Krewski and Rao (1981) . For the case of one stratum, Theorem 4 was derived independentlv by Chao and Lo (1983 We can extend this result somewhat by replacing (7) This condition is evidentally weaker than (6) for p = 1. The conclusion now is that the d2-distance between the conditional distribution of (Y*.-)/h and the unconditional distribution of (Y-X)/^t ends in probability to 0. A further extension to an arbitrary number of strata which includes both Theorems 4 and 5 is also possible but not worthwhile.
Some lemmas
Recall the truncation operator p from section 1. Then g is convex and 2 (X,2) < g(X,£) < 2 (X,1 So <E{g(iX,)} < E{g(~Xj,)} < E{2
The next result involves the Mallows metric d2; see Mallows (1972) or Bickel and Freedman (1981 
Jg(x)dFv(x) + fg(x)dF(x) in probability. Moreover,
by lemma 8.3c) of Bickel and Freedman (1981 
E{ I 21 } < because 2 < n. < M; see condition (4). Thus a and hence Ta may be substituted in (14) for Ta. So (14) reduces to T-2 EiP c jcn12 1j-l 3(X n.,n TaIciC ) 0O in probability. This in turn reduces to (17) and (18): (17) ni=l 1 j=l 2(w Y I AY7)-0 in probability n: i j= ij4 and (18) p q2(wjY1 ,-/n;) 0 O in probability Clearly, (17) follows from (4). We bound the expected value of the left side of (18). Take first those i with n. . M. In view of Lemma lb), the sum over such i is bounded above by -1 7-M2 E; E{f2(w Y ijrv,/n /M)} which tends to zero by condition (4). Take next those i with n. > M.
1
The sum over such i is bounded above by 1, E{(wjYj )2} = jI w2n-1 < M 1. w. (ii) The difference betvween the distribution of (Y-Y)/Ta and the bootstrap distribution of (Y*-j)/'
can be estimated using the Mallows metric as in equation (2.2) of Bickel and Freedman (1981) . The condition needed to push this through is stronger than (4). (1971) . Our argument is by cases, and the focus is on asymptotic normality. Without loss of generality, assume 0, C E 1. In outline, the argument i s as fol 1 ows.
Case 1: there is only one stratum, and n < N; we drop the unnecessary stratum subscript i. Then p2 is of order n, and asymptotic normality follows from Erdos-Renyi (1959) . Also see R.osdn (1967), Dvoretzky (1971) .
Case 2: there is only one stratum, and n > -N. Apply Case 1 to the "co-sample" consisting of the objects not in the sample. Tb/Tb and 'b' b both tend in nrobability to 1 . The theorem follows. O
